
INTRODUCTION
The idea that terrorism can be countered by addressing 
economic deprivation is based on the understanding that 
there is a connection between economic deprivation 
and support for, and participation in, acts of extremist 
violence. Policies which seek to address radicalisation 
and violent extremism have focused on socioeconomic 
improvement, particularly in developing nations. 
However, the empirical evidence disputes the notion of 
a simple link between socioeconomic conditions and 
incidence of terrorism.

The relationship between terrorism and socioeconomic 
factors has primarily been analysed through quantitative 
studies using large datasets. Most compare the GDP of 
a country, or other socioeconomic metrics such as per 
capita income or rates of social-welfare spending, against 
annual rates of terrorist violence or attacks. 

KEY POINTS
1. Debate remains in virtually all areas of research 

about the relationship between economics and 
radicalisation. Studies assessing the relationship 
between levels of terrorism and socioeconomic 
measures of a country’s wealth, such as Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP), are inconclusive. The 
same holds true for support for terrorism within 
economically disadvantaged populations.

2. Research has proposed an ‘inverted U-model’ which 
suggests terrorism is carried out by those in the 
middle of the socioeconomic curve rather than those 
at the lowest or highest ends. Those at the lower end 
of the income distribution are less likely to engage 
in terrorism because they are focused on meeting 
basic needs. Those with more significant economic 
resources are deterred from terrorism because they 

have more to lose. Importantly, these dynamics 
are relative to the country’s level of development 
and the individual’s relationship to the minimum 
resource threshold; those just above this threshold in 
developed countries will be lower class, those in less 
developed settings will be middle class. 

3. Increased social welfare spending appears to 
correlate with a decrease in terrorism. Although 
the relationship between the two is complex, more 
funding for healthcare, unemployment benefits, and 
active labour market programmes seem to have the 
greatest impact in reducing terrorism. 

4. Socioeconomic factors may help explain individual 
decisions to travel to Syria and Iraq to fight with 
the Islamic State, as many of those who travel 
from developed countries are from economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds. 

5. Although the link between economic growth and 
terrorism is contested, terrorism does appear to 
share some relationship with economic cycles. 
Periods of economic weakness and contraction 
seem to marginally increase both the likelihood 
of terrorism and its persistence. Economic crises 
are also likely to be more keenly felt in developing 
countries, resulting in greater potential for violence.
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6. Unemployment appears to be a significant factor 
in the decision to travel to Iraq or Syria. Foreign 
fighters are unemployed at a higher rate than the 
general population of the countries they originate 
from. In developed countries this can contribute to 
feelings of marginalisation.

7. Despite socioeconomic grievances being described 
as important factors in radicalisation processes, 
there is limited research about how individual-level 
economic circumstances impact attack intent and 
likelihood.

8. The loss of a job may create or increase the risk that 
an individual will come to support extremism or 
engage in an attack. 

9. Grievances caused by unmet economic or 
employment expectations may exacerbate the risk of 
radicalisation.

This report initially aimed to review literature focusing 
on the link between economics and radicalisation that 
had been published from 2017 onwards. However, due 
to the limitations of this work, a much broader and more 
comprehensive body of research dating back to 2000 has 
been included.

The focus has primarily been on research on terrorism 
and political violence, rather than civil war and conflict. 
This report first explores research on general trends 
between terrorism and socioeconomic conditions before 
examining factors believed to mediate the relationship 
between the two at the individual level.

Despite its scope, the research has a number of 
limitations. Studies largely focus on factors that take 
place at the highest level of analysis (macro-level) such as 
the performance, structure, and behaviour of economies 
or countries. These highlight correlations rather than 
causes and provide less detail on the processes that 
explain how socioeconomic factors impact radicalisation 
and/or terrorism. Macro-level analyses cannot be used to 
identify factors relevant to assessing the likelihood that 
an individual will carry out an attack. 

Most quantitative studies that analyse large samples and 
compare socioeconomic measures and rates of terrorism 
across different countries rely on data collected by others. 
Many prominent studies use the same datasets, increasing 
the potential for errors to be repeated. These datasets 

often rely on media and official reporting. Democratic 
and high-income countries with fewer restrictions on the 
press may therefore appear to experience greater levels 
of terrorism because they are more commonly reported. 
The majority of these datasets run up to the early 2000s, 
with only a few going as far as 2011. Studies therefore 
largely predate recent global terrorism trends.

Existing studies often fail to disaggregate how 
socioeconomic factors impact the prevalence of different 
types of terrorism, limiting the conclusions that can be 
drawn. Finally, it is hard to account for factors other than 
economic performance – such as political dynamics, 
ethnic or religious tensions, and democratic or press 
freedom – that might also influence rates of terrorism. 
Studies vary in the extent to which they control for or 
discuss these factors in their analyses.
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ABOUT THIS PROJECT 
This Executive Summary comes from the Full 
Report from the project Knowledge Management 
Across the Four Counter-Terrorism ‘Ps’. You can 
find the Full Report here. 
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